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How Visional is your Vision?
by Peter Streng
A serious question indeed! How transparent, inclusive, open,
inspirational, vivid or visible is your organisation’s VISION?
Does it muster the scrutiny of all respective Stakeholders?
When assisting organisations to develop a Vision and then to
craft that future dream of the organisation into a Vision Statement, I reduce the complexity of the task by using the most
obvious word in the circumstance, i.e. Vision to facilitate the
process.

In essence, the word Vision has both a denotative (direct or
literal meaning) and a connotative (implied or alternative)
meaning. It’s literal meaning is often taken to mean “good
eyesight” and its connotative meaning “a visualisation or
dream of the future for the organisation”.
Taken further; the word VISION is then further optimised as a
sort of acronym of itself: using the letters of the word VISION
to list its own inherent key success factors, if not non-negotiables, i.e.
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The Visibility of the Vision is all-important. Visible to one’s Employees, Suppliers, Clients/Customers, Community, Business
Associations, Bankers, Investors, Lenders, all State Institutions at whatever level and any person or organisation who
has some interest in your organisation. In short, your universe,
the totality of your Stakeholders need to envision your Vision.
If your Vision is not visible, then your Stakeholders won’t know
who and what you are; what your Organisations stands for, or
believes in; what drives it and what you strive to achieve as
an organisation. The Vision defines your organisation; it is the
mirror of it’s soul, it is the DNA of the organisation, the raison
d’être of its Organisation’s existence.
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Now available

Clearly, the Vision should be Inspirational in that it should provide direction, that it should inspire, motivate and galvanise
the organisation and provide a vivid idealised description of
the desired outcome that inspires, energizes and helps you
create a mental picture of your ultimate aspiration. Not just
its inspirational message, however, but how it is translated
into inspirational and visionary leadership through an equally
exciting and inspirational communication process to reinforce
both its Visibility and Inspirationality.
That the Vision should be Sustainable is the proverbial
‘no-brainer’ – it can’t be a pipe dream; it can’t be hope against
hope wishful thinking. That it has to be a realistic and achievable (or very nearly) Lodestar, is really stating the obvious,
otherwise it will convey an unintended message to each of
your stakeholders. For example, if one’s employees do not
think that the Vision is real, they will not take it seriously, in
which case, at best it will be a failed PR exercise, and at worst,
a performance disaster in the making.
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To foster employee commitment to the ultimate goal of the
organisation, the Vision really has to be Inclusive. This suggests that some critical (primary) stakeholders need to be
involved and engaged in the process of defining your Vision,
e.g. through a Vision-generating process involving your Employees, the Board (if a public company), Investors & Lenders
(where appropriate) who need to understand what it is that
you want to achieve, and hence, their respective perspectives
need to be added to the decision-making process (of defining
your Vision).
Speaking to the Visibility, Inspirationality, Sustainability and
Inclusivity of the Vision, it must be, therefore, Original. By this
I mean, that the Vision must be owned by all who either participated in developing it and/or to whom it will directly apply.
It can’t be owned and inculcated if it is as transparent as fake
news. It has no traction when it is Googled and/or ‘cut and
pasted’ from that of another Organisation. It can’t be Original,
if it is not the ‘real you’. It is rather best not to have one.
Speaking of which, what if your Organisation doesn’t have a
Vision. Well, it doesn’t mean that the Organisation is not successful. It simply means, from the vantage point of all your
Stakeholders, that you must, therefore, exist in a vacuum, in
a bubble of isolation, concerned just with profits to the exclusion of all else. One can’t exist with, and through Stakeholders, without a meaningful relationship, without a connection in
some shape or form, or without some form of engagement. It
is through Stakeholders that every organisation benefits. One
vital way to reach that ‘audience’, to reap the benefits accruing
from those relationships, is by having an effective Vision.
A Vision is, therefore, a beacon of sorts for the Organisation’s
Stakeholders, something they can see, experience, feel and
relate to. Therefore, for long term viability and sustainability
of the Organisation, it simply is a business imperative, a Necessity if you will, to have a Vision. Ignore it at your peril! Or,
in line with the SABPP leadership standard, instil the vision in
your organisation to set you up for success.

It’s difficult to find an organisation today that would openly reject innovation. This buzzword has become the mantra
of every company seeking to provide the latest and greatest
solutions to its industry’s problems. But if a company hopes to
produce a steady flow of new and creative ideas, it must first
realize that innovation is more complex than forging ahead
with the first decent suggestion that comes along.

How different would
your life be if someone
didn’t tell you about

SABPP?

“Innovation requires continual evolution,” said Scott Jewett,
CEO and founder of research and development solutions provider Element-Y. “An innovative company can have an advantage in the marketplace, but it must also balance the investment and cost with the potential outcome. The problem is that
most companies focus on building an innovative infrastructure rather than on teaching their team a structured way of
thinking that delivers great results.”
An innovative workplace requires a leader who can provide the
right combination of people, processes and focus. Leadership
experts offered their tips for finding and harnessing innovation in any company or industry. [How to Cultivate Innovation
in Real Time]
Hire the right people
All leaders strive to bring the best talent into their organisations, but hiring employees for their innovative abilities can
be a particularly challenging task. The key is to recognize
personality traits in candidates that correlate with innovation, said Rod Pyle, author of “Innovation the NASA Way” (McGraw-Hill, 2014).
“Finding individuals who embody the characteristics needed
for true innovation — imagination, inspiration, knowledge,
boldness, persistence and, occasionally, a contrarian mindset — has become essential,” Pyle told Business News Daily.
“Innovation is rarely easy, and these traits provide the tenacity
to excel.”
Seeking diverse candidates who are aligned with a common
mission is also extremely important in fostering an innovative
environment.
“An organization’s mission, clearly defined and articulated,
supports the inspiration that precedes innovation and invention,” Pyle said. “As NASA and other organizations have
learned, diversity in hiring provides different viewpoints that,
when combined with other cultural backgrounds, can provide
a rich basis for this innovative thinking.”
Have a structured thought process for innovation
A common misconception is that structure is the enemy of
creative thinking. Jewett disagreed, noting that only through a
structured thought process can you measure tangible results.
He outlined
concrete
to the
innovative process: DeSABPPfour
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ate, quick-test and select ideas; and execute.
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“You must
do steps 1 and 2 before you start having idea fun
professional@sabpp.co.za
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